Get a Head Start!
For your convenience, all course materials will be emailed to you prior to the program. We will
not distribute paper binders on site. Be sure to download materials to a flash drive or laptop,
or only print the articles that you need. Benefits of downloadable course materials include:
Easily transportable: You won’t have to lug around a heavy materials binder. Instead, you can
download the materials to a flash drive or laptop, or only print the articles that you need. In
addition, you don’t have to worry about carrying the materials home after the Symposium.
Easy document searching: Save time by using keywords to search downloadable course
materials rather than flipping through a course book.
More in-depth content: Without page constraints, speakers will have the opportunity to
provide more comprehensive materials.
Help save the environment: Paper, printers, and binders consume energy and resources—as do
the planes trains and automobiles that transport them. By printing only what we really need,
we can reduce waste and help keep things green.

CLE Credit
Accreditation has been or will be requested for the Fourth Symposium on Advanced Legal
Topics in Land Conservation from states with mandatory Continuing Legal Education
requirements for up to 11 CLE credits (based on a 60-minute hour).
Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receive an up-to-the-minute analysis for current developments affecting conservation
law
Hear a discussion of the anatomy of a conservation lawsuit
Learn about working with environmental consultants in a litigation context
Explore the nuances of Surface Use Agreements and how to negotiate the best
agreement
Receive a special update from Terrafirma attorneys on conservation defense issues
affecting land trusts and what to expect in 2014
Review the risks and benefits of conservation easement modifications and their
alternatives; learn about challenging problems and solutions
Learn about the latest developments in state approaches to conservation easement
modification
Get an update on the legal regimes affecting conservation easement modification
Review risk management strategies for land trust officers and staff faced with tough
decisions regarding land conservation modification

•
•

Hear from leading conservation attorneys about the roles of the parties in a typical
stewardship challenge
Learn about the various clauses used in land conservation modification and discuss the
risks and merits of these clauses

Instructional delivery methods: Group-Live
Prerequisites: None
Program Level: Expert-only
Advanced Preparation: None

